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NOTES ON RESOLVDTG PO}{ER 

by David w. Rosebrugh 

May I discuss the comments contained on pages 2 and 5 of the June, 
1949, Strolling Astronomer regarding the possibility of seeing narrow 
line planetary detail with widths of as little as 0 11 .26 t6. 0.11 ;08 with 
6- to 10-inch telescopes? 

The remark is made in the Strolling Astronomer that such narrow 
lines are below the Dawes limit of resolution for 6 - to 10-inch tele
scopes, which would, of course, be 0".76 to 011 .456 respectively. Dawes 
limit, however, applie~ to the separation of two stars, as stated on 
page 2. 

It is well known that for some reason, still undiscovered, it is 
possible to see lines ·or much narrower width thal'! the minimum separa -
tion required of two obje_cts to render them distinguishable as two sep
arate entitites·. Dr. Loren Riggs of Bro'W!l University, Providence, R.I. 
when addressing the AAVSO meeting on May 28, 1949 commented on this 
fact. He stated that the eyeballs of human beings are continually os
cillating at a rate of 60-75 times a second with small amplitude. It 
may be that this increases the visual acuity for such details as lines. 
The question is being studied by physiologists. 

It has occurred to the writer to do a little experimenting in this 
regard. As I sit in my office I can see an electric light pole 6oo 
feet away carrying two black wires, which upon nearer inspection appear 
to be about t inch in diameter. Their width, therefore, subtends an 
arc of 0~239 or 14~32 at my eye. These wires appear sensibly black 
against the light brown earth and green foliage of the hillside behind 
them. They are planetary details of the earth' s surface and are illumi
nated by the same sun which shines on the planets; hence, the test ob
ject is a good one. 

By experimenting with different sized pinholes in front of my eye 
I find I can still see the wires clearly with a pinhole 0.03 inches in 
diameter. It is possible that they are visible wi~~ 0.02 and 0,016 inch 
pinholes, but they are definitely invisible, with a 0.01 inch diameter 
pinhole, Let us take the condition under which the wires are clearly 
visible with the 0.03 inch pinhole, The Dawes limit for an aperture of 
0.03 inches would be 152 seconds, whereas the wires subtend only 14.32 
seconds at my eye. The ratio is 10.6, 

Now suppose I multiply the power of my eye by placing a telescope 
in front of it. Suppose I multiply it by 200 by using a 6-inch aper
ture with a power of 200X. Presumably now. the wires would be visible 
if I could move back to 200 X 600 feet distance or to 120,000 feet, but 
I am unable to check this experimentally. Heat waves in the lower at
mosphere might affect the result; but granted the sallle excellent visi
bility that I have for 600 feet, the wires should still be visible at 
the gr~ater distance. At that distance the wires would subtend an angle 
of 0 11 .0716. This is 'Of the same order of width as the planetary details 
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reported in the Str~lJiqg Astronome~ as having been seen. It is smaller 
than the Dawes 0". 76 limit for a 6.;.inch aperture by the ratio of 10. 6, 
as for the naked eye. 

NOTE ...OI>J OCCJJ1TATION OF ANTARES BI THE WON 
. . oi JUNE 2, J.9k9 

by David w. Rosebrugh 

Those of us who only occasionally look at occultations, and then 
only for the beauty of the phenomenon, are accustomed to seeing the 
star disappear instantly. It -was, therefore, of interest to the i-J!'iter 
to note that Antares dwindled progressively in brightness at this occul
tation. True, it was not a very leisurely process; for the r~iter esti
mated afterwards that it only took from 0.2 to 0.5 seconds of time to 
disappear, but it was far from instantaneous. 

A review of the data involved indicates why. Russell, Dugan, and 
Stewart state on pg. 749 of Volume II of their AstronomY (First Edition) 
that Antares I apparent diameter is 0. "040. The moon moves about 1 sec
ond of arc in the sky in 2 seconds of time. Hence, even if the occul
tation had been central, the time taken would still have been about :J/12th 
second. Actually, however, the occultation at Waterbury .was almost tan
gential. This circumstance lengthened the time of. imraersion by a factor 
of 2 so that the time required was actually about l/6th second. . 

The determination of the factor of 2 was made as follows. Antares 
"moved in" upon the moon at Wargentin and "out" at Vlacq or Fabricius 
or thereabouts, some 6o degrees removed around the edge of the moon. 
Draw a circle, and draw two radii at an angle of 6o degrees. Join their 
ends. We now have an equilateral triangle. Antares 11 entered11 the moon 
along this latter line, which makes an angle of 6o degrees with the 
radius. The cosine of 60 degrees is 0.5. Hence Antares moved radially 
"into the moon" at only half speed. 

This calculation can be checked for other conditions. For instance, 
if.Antares had emerged at a point 180 degrees from where it entered,the 
triangle drawn would be a straight line; and Antares would have entered 
with 0 degrees of angle between its path and a radius. The cosine of 0 · 
degrees is 1; he~ce~the star would have entered at full speed. For a 
mere grazing contact, the angle is 90 degrees; and the cosine is o,or 
no entry into the moon at all. 

,Remark~ b.I Editor. We thank Mr. Rosebrugh for· his two articles 
and are sure that our readers will find them of interest. His address 
is 87 Fern Circle, Waterbury 69, Connecticut. 

Some of our readers might like to try to verify the results of the 
e:x:periment with pinholes. Perhaps they could even be greatly extended. 
It would be very interesting to know, for example, Whether with a pin
hole 0.03 inches in diameter it is possible to distinguish a difference 
in the width of tvvo (unequal) wires both subtending an angle of less 
than 15211 , the Dawes linli t for this aperture. · It should perhaps be 



tested whether spots 1 lines, etc. darker than their background and ones 
brighter than their background are subject to the same limitations as 
regards visibility, resolvability, etc. One might also investigate the 
effect of very small pinholes on the appearance of the detail on the 
naked-eye moon. 

As far as the editor can reeall, Mr. Rosebrugh is the first to at
tribute the non-instantaneous disappearanee of a star at a visually ob
served occultation to its finite diameter. The argument appears very 
sound, though; and he must have been watching the star closely to real
ize that an interval of disappearance of 1/6 of a second ws not instan
eous. Naturally, this interval of disa;pearance at lunar occultations 
affords a theoret1cAl method of determining the apparent angular dia
meters of stars. It has also been pointed out that the pre-telescopic 
observers eould have used this method to discover that· stars do not 
have angular diameters of two or three minutes of arc, · as we.s then 
thought to be true. Incidentally, the sun would require o.Olsocond to 
disappear at a~ontrol occUltation (more at a grazing one) if its dist
ance were 6.1 light-years. 

Of six stars besides Antares of great angular diameters listed on 
pg. 749 of A§troncav (see above) the only other one subject to occul
tation is Aldebaran. Since its angular diameter is only 0~102, the 
non-instantaneous character of the disappearance can probably be re
cognized visually only at very grazing occultations. 

by Walter H. Haas 
(concluded from August issue) 

MQr§. .Qn LunAr Metegr Searches 

A· late report on searches during the eclipse by the Glendale,Cali
fornia, amateurs is contained in a letter from J. G. Moyen to me dated 
July 7. We quote part of it: 11We divided into two groups of four each, 
each member having a telescope for his use. The two groups were sepa
rated a distance of about 20 miles. We tried to observe continuously 
while the eclipse was total, though I estimate that not more than one
half of that time was actually spent in watching • 

11 I am enclosing reports showing results. Both reports of having 
noted 1 flashes' were f'rom the same group, but you will note that neither 
report was confirmed by another observer. The consensus of opinion 
seemed to be that conditions for observing the possible phenomena are 
best at the regular monthly periods three or four days after new moon. 
There does not seem to be nearly as much light from the darkened por
tion of the moon at these times as during the times of total eclipse." 

.. The one 11flash11 was observed by G. Carroll at Newhall, California, 
at 4h om IIJS, Mr. Carroll was using a 6-inch refractor at · 60X with 
poor seeing and good transparency. The 11flash 11 looked blue and was esti
mated to be of the twelfth stellar magnitude, no trail being noticed. 
The position was "approximately 1/10 the moon's diameter in from the 
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bottom edge. 11 The other object was observed by·J. Day at Newhall at 4h 
18m 25s. He was using a 6-inch reflector at.·· 54X,~ .. again with poor .se·e
ing and good transparency. A yellow 11flashtt;- estimated. to be of the 
eleventh magnitude and leaving no discern;ible trail appeared "in the 
center of the darkened disc 11 • I rather think that bo·1·Jl rJbservers saw 
objects which were moving with r.espect to the lunar t:~JJ:'face and not 
stationary, though they do not explicitly mention such motion. The 
distinction is important to the problem ··here beirl.g studied because a 
moving bright speck cannot be a meteoritic impact-flare, but a staG:to ... · 
nary one can be. ·.· ·If we may rely il.pon the stellar magnitudes es t.1mated 
by the two· Glendale observers and ~so upon the limiting magnitud.E:S fmr 
observers located elsewhere (pg. 5·7 of July issue), tve can determine how 
many of the latter were looking wi,th instruments capaple of showir~g the 
Glendale objects at the time that .ithey appeared. Carroll1 s object was 
too dim for all but Bridgen or Douglas. Mr. Day's 11 flash11 ·shoUld ~1ave 
been visible to Bridgen or Douglas; Haas, Orr, and Tisdale~ Hov:eve:r; 
it would have been at the extreme limit of visibility for Haas, Orr, 
and Tisdale. It is more puzz.ling that in each case seven other Glendale 
watchers (with instruments of about the same size as the observer's? ) 
did not see the "flash". 

There is perhaps a~ sl:J.ahj; possibility that Mr. Carroll's ob
ject may be the one suspected by an unnamed· observer at about 3h 5'"P'l 
(pg. 6 of. July issue). ~ they are the same; ·this observer must .have 
made an err-or of some minutes in recording the time; but the matter 
cannot be pursued further without more· exact information on the posi
tion of Carroll's object. 

We commend the Glendale group on their excellent planning of their 
program and on their precise :recqrds of the times when possible lunar 
meteors were seen. The new-information kindly furnished by them does 
not appear to alter much the discussion on pages 8 and 9 of the .August 
issue. It does emphasize the need for careful and syfltematic sea'1':"ches 
M n.early gontinyous §. ~gssible and by .rul ma ... l'ly ob~erv..? .. m ~ J20SSible 
at future eclipses. · 

QQME CURIOUS Al'PEAEANQ~ 

The writer is very puzzled about how to interpret some phenomena 
seen during the eclipse by Mr. John J. O'Neill, Science.-Editor of ther 
New York Herald-ltibgne• This observer was at Teaneck, New Jersey. 
We first summarize the observations: 

1. With the 12-inch telescope of the Bergen County Astronomic~! 
Society· between 4h 46m and 4h 48m (but time uncertain), O'Neill 
noticed a "needle point spot of light" close to the position of 
the mountain Piton. This "needle point"; perhaps really as 
large as a lunar crater some miles in diameter,was "very bright" 
relative to its background; it was about as bright as a third 
magnitude star looks to the naked eye. This point was visible 
at irregUlar intervals; ·it appeared about six times during a 
minute and a half, and it remained visible less than a second. 
There was no increase in the general illumination of the area 
when the point of light appeared. · .The observer who followed 
O'Neill· at the telescope and looked for about ten seconds no
ticed the bright spot but was not sure that it was intermittent. 



There was a heavy haze so that Piton was not certainly visible on 
tbe eclipsed moon (though Plato was). 

2. Soon after 4h 54m and when' ·a crescent of the moon was again in 
sm~light,0 1 Neill saw with the unaided eye numerous needle points 
of light appearing intermittently on the illuminated limb. They 
were much brighter than the sunlit crescent and appeared to be 
confined to its edge. As many as three or four were seen simul
taneously. A second observer saw these spots when they· were 
brought. to his attention, and apparently he and O'Neill were 
able to "call" some of the light-points at the same time. 

3. Not long after 4h54m O'Neill observed with the unaided eye a re
markably variable illumination of that portion of the moon still 
in the umbra. It fluctuated :i,rregularly from lfalmost complete 
darkness to sufficient illumination to permit identification of 
principal geographic :region,s". At one time two areas brightened 
with a coppery light for about two seconds while the rest of the 
eclipsed moon was uniformly dark. On another occasion the whole 
eclipsed region became suffused with irregular patches of cop
pery illumination never enduring more than five seconds. A 
sketch·by O'Neill of the brighter and darker sections shows no 
resemblance to the pattern of maria. 

The writer is perhaps most puzzled by .the fact that these appear
ances w~e apparently not seen at oth~ stations. At least re
ports on them are lacking, and it would appear that effects 
visible to the naked eye shoul~ have been noticed by thousands 
of persons. The writer hence wonders whether the effects were 
on the surface of the moon at all. The third effect was cer
tainly not visible to W. L. Orr at MOntreal; he noted at 4h 59m 
with his 6-inch reflector and 65X:---11 the usual" difference in 
color due to natural surface markings of the moon was more pro
nounced than the difference in the intensity of the surface due 
to involvement of different parts in different depths of the 
earth's shadow. The writer hence. wonders whether O'Neill may 
have seen some strange terrestrial atmospheric effects localized 
to Teaneck and not visible elsewhere. 

In a letter written on June 3 Mr. O'Neill suggests that the sec
ond effect, the peripheral points of light, may have a physiological 
explanation. He points out that the expansion of the blood vessels of 
the retina with each pulse beat causes a displacement of every point on 
the retina. He says that he once found it possible to produce a spur
ious appearance at the boundary between two surfaces of different 
brightness merely by breathing deeply. Presumably the intensified 
heart action resulted in greater distortion of the retina. He goes on 
to propose that the needle point of light near Piton ~carcely behaved 
as a single meteoritic impact-flare Should; a train of meteorites all 
striking near Piton is very hard to credit. The writer agrees. Mr. 
OtNeill thinks that the diffuse patches of light, the third effect, ms:y 
somehow represent light produced on the surface of the moon in an unde
termined manner. Perhaps this general diffuse illumination was con
centrated at times to cause the needle point, near Pitcm1 he says. Our 
correspondent suggests that the curious illumination may exist only 
during eclipses and hence might be looked for at future eclipses. If 
it is instead usually present but is not visible against the sunlit 
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background, perhaps then something of i~ can be seen on the earthshine. 

Some of our readers migh.t like to share their ideas on these phe
nomena with either Mr. O'Neill or the writer. The address of the for
mer is 209 N. Long Beach Avenue,.Freeport, Long Island, New York. 

AN ECLIP~E }'0 COJfi 

During October observers in the United States and Canada will have 
the opportunity to witness another total eclipse of .the Moon. ',I.'he cir
cumstances are as follows: 

Event 

MOon enters penumbra 

Moon enters umbra 

Total eclipse begins 

Univers~ :ri.m.!a 

October 6, 23h50~1 

October 7, 1h 4~7 

October 6, 6:50.1 P.M. 

8:04.7P.M. 

9:19.5 P.N. 

Total eclipse ends 3h3.3112 10:33.2 P.M. 

Moon leaves umbra 4h48~ 11:48.1 P.M. 
Moon leA.ves penumbra 6n 2~7 October 7; 1:02;7 A~M. 

One subtracts an hour from E.S.T. to get C.S.T., tvro hours for M.S.T., 
and three hours for P.S.T. As was also true last April, Western ob
servers will not be able to see the moon to much advantage before to
tality. It is proposed that A.L.P.o.· studies of this eclipse consist of 
two _principal programs:the systematic search for possible lunar meteors 
and/11r meteoritic impact-flares and the careful examination of a few 
selected regions for possible changes caused by the shadow1 s passage. 

The lunar meteor SetFches are best carried out only while the e
clipse is total. During the 74 minutes of totality all participating 
observers should watch the moon as carefully as possible and as nearly 
continuously as possible. They should employ a magnification low enough 
to show the entire moon. Where groups of observers exist so that it is 
possible to take turns at the telescope, it is recommended that no one 
person look for more than 30 minutes at a time; for the eye is apt to 
become wearied by longer watches. An observer who witnesses any un
usual bright object should record ·its exac~ tim§ of gp~e~~ and its 
~rec:i,§_~ l.Q.Qation .Ql1 the .m.oop(perhaps marked on a chart). If an observer 
merely mJ.snect~ such an object and is not sure of its reality, we urge 
him YS2r:!. strongly to report to us anyhow; for it is possible that some
one else saw clearly what he only suspected and that he may have impor
tant confirmation of the time and place of appearance.. Of oourse, an 
observer reporting such a suspected object should clearly state that it 
was only suspected. · 

A weakness of our searches for lunar meteors during tho eclipse 
last April vlas that it was usually very· uncertain just hOvl faint a lu
nar meteor or impact-flare the observer might have perceived. It is pro
posed, therefore, that at the October eclipse each observer make a quick 
sketch of stars near the moon and visible to him. Such sketches will 
allow most accurate intercomparisons of the limits of visibility . of 
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stars (and hence of meteors and impact-flares) for different observers 
if they are all made at the same time. We accordingly recommend that 
each observer make sU:ch a sketch between 2h 55m and 3h om, U. T. (be- . 
tween 9:55 and 10:00 P~H., E.S.T.), this interval falling near the 
middle of totality. It is expected that the stars shown on such sketches 
can then be identified in atlases.which give their magnitudes. 

In making their searches for possible lunar meteors or flares ob
serve!'s should record all the usu.al data for lunar and planetary obser
vations and also the following ones: the beginning and ending ti~es 
of the search, the number of minutes spent in actual watching (since 
one may fail to be 100% efficient), the region watched if other than 
the whole moon, the estimated stellar magnitude of the faintest object 
that might have been seen or ··else a sketch as mentioned above, and the 
results. If any unusual luminous object is seen, there should be re
corded its time of appearance, its position on the moon, its angular 
diameter, its. •stellar magni tude• . the length of its path (which may be 
given rela~iv~ to some crater),the lunar direction of motion, the dura
tion of visibility, the color, and any other note··worthy characteristics. 
Blank forms helpful in recording all this information will be supplied 
by the ~ditor free of charge· upon request. · 

The following objects are suitable ones to study for possible e
clipse-caused changes: 

1. Linn~. Watch carefully the size, brightness, and sharpness of 
the white area around this crater. Equipped readers might undertake 
micrometrical measures of the north-south diameter. 

2. RicQ.ioli. Watch closely the south tip of the conspicuom dark 
area in this crater, and note its darkness. Micrometrical measures of 
the north-south length of the dark area are desirable; otherwise, vis
ual estimates of the latitude of the south end relative to other lunar 
objects may be made. Note whether the south end is pointed or rounded. 

3. Atlas. Watch the intensity and appearance of the two ma:in dark 
areas on the floor, one near the south wall and one northwest of the 
central mountains, a.."l.d of the narrow dark band joining these two areas. 

4. Grimaldi. Watch for changes in the darkness of the floor, or 
parts the~eof, and in ·the brightness of the bright spots along the ·west 
wall, Pay especially close attention to the tbree spots forming a right 
triangle near the northwest rim of this walled plain. 

5. Stoefler. Examine oarefully the dark areas on the floor, and com
pare the intensities of the ones in its east and west parts. 

6. Eratosthenes. Estimate the intensities of the dark areas on the 
floor and walls, especially of those in the east half of the floor. 

7. AJ.phonsu~. Observe the intensities, sizes, and general appear
ances of the three very dark spots on the floor. 

8. Plat.Q.~ Note the relative conspicuousnesses of the spots and .. streaks 
on the floor. Watch also for possible changes in the darkness of the 
floor, or parts thereof. 
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· 9. Conon. Note the size;:· brightness, and general appearance· of the· 
floor "cloud", a variable somev.rhat ·triangular white area based' upon the 
northwest wall. 

An observer must naturally begin by deciding whleh of these objects 
to watch. No ~ §hot!J.d try .t,Q ~~tudy ·~ than fou.r of .:tJ:J& n:ine listed; 
he will otherwise find time only for superficial, and cor~espondingly 
useless, views. The beginning observer will be ,.,ise to talce only one 
object. One must next choose a telescope and a mhgnification for the 
program. Once decided upon, they should be kept constant throughout 
the night of the eclipse and for all comparison-observatlons; ·one source 
of false variations in appearance is ;thus removed.' Since the problem 
is to determine whether the eclipse affects the appearanee of the lunar 
area, it is important to know its usual full-moon a.Ppearance. · Photo
graphs of excellent quality can here be helpful. Visual check•obser
v·ations · with the telescope and magnification · ·being· used in the program 
can scarcely become too numerous. The,lunar area being studied should 
be observed;· if possible, before immersi~n in the umbra, on the night 
before the eclipse and also on the night after, and in at least one 
other lunation at about the same solar illumination as will prevail on 
eclipse-night. During this present month check-observations for areas 
to be watched during the eclipse are best made upon the evenings of 
September 6 and 7 (local civil time dates)·.. · ·. · 

It is best to make many of the observations suggested above by 
CC?mpB.risons to other lunar featUres not far away~ · .'FoF example, the 
darkness of the floor of Plato may be compared to that of :11are Imbrium; 
and the size of Li!lh~ ·may be compared to that of a number of white 
spots on Mare Serenitatis. Such relative estimates of intensities and 
sizes are iikely to be far more dependable than attempted'absolute. ones. 
Each observer should select the comparis-on-areas he:requii'es with some 
·care.~ Here again good photographs of tho full moon can be ~ aid. It 
will be an imp<;>rtant advantage on the ni~ht of· the eclipse, however, to. 
have gained thorough familiari t,Y at the telescope with each lunar obj a:: t 
being watched for possible eclipse-caused changes and its neighboring 
comparison-areas. · · · ·· · ·· 

On the night of the eclipse each object. on the ]lrogram should be 
examined carefully soon after .it .lru!.Y..~ the umbral sP,.ado:w. If any
thing in the least abnormal is seen, it should be reobserved at short 
intervals until the normal full-moon appearance returns - or else for 
as long as possible. One must be ~~r~ careful here not to be deceived 
by penumbral illumination, and it is probably quite impossible on this 
account to establish the re~lity of eclipse-caus~d changes that do. not 
endure fer at least 15 minutes~ In testing for:such_penumbral effects 
it is an advantage if the observations ·allow for the appearance a cer
tain number of minutes after emersion from the umbra to be compared 
with the appearance the same number of minutes befo:re. innnersio:h .in·it. 

• , ·. I . :' ' . ' . : . ~ , . .,_ ·, ; . 

Observers are asked to time when each object that they watch enters 
the umbral shadow and when it leaves the umbra. NeeCI.less;:_~_;,~ay;'· the 
time of each observatioR on the whole program must be notedif the work 
is to have value. 

We hope that our readers will find these instructions•for studYing 
the eclipse helpful. We wish them all clecr skies and . exeel1erit seeing. 
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Those colleagues living in the New York City area are reminded of the 
kind invitation of Mr. Bernard Lewis to watch the eclipse from 'the ' 
Empire State: Observatory. His·address is Public Relations Office, 
Empire State Building, New York, New York. 

~ERVATIONS AND COJ!'1ENTS 

Observations of Saturn by H~s from July 21 to July 28 (all dates 
and times by Universal Time) may turn out to be the last ones obtained 
before conjunction. The views were poor since the planet was at a low 
altitude on a twilight sky, but they did suggest that there had been 
no striking changes in appe~ance since early June. The ball was per
haps slightly· more dusky south of the South Equatorial Belt than north 
of the rings, such a difference having often been seen last spring; 
The North Tropical Zone1 the spaqe between the North Temperate Belt 
and the projected rings, . wa~ probably no longer as bright as Bartlett 
and Haas had found it in lat~ May and early. June. Th~ rings off the 
ball were somewhat brighter· than the ball north of the rings and .!!!: 

·dimmer than· the Equatoria~ Zone. The Crape Band was still notably 
conspicuous. 

-Several early risers have reported btling unable to see anything 
yet on-· Mars. c. B •. Stephenson with a 6-inch refractor at 10b. 5m on 
July 16 "could see markings on Mars but was quite unable to identify 
them because of great uncertainty about their form. 11 The central meri
dian of longitude was about 31°1 a value uncertain by some degrees be
cause of the necessity of extraftolating !'rom Ephemeris data. The angu• 
1ar diameter of Mars was only 4~0 on July 16 (and indeed is still only 
4:5 on September 15). Stephenson sought to compare the·visibility of 
detail on Mars and Mercury. On July 16 the latter planet had a dia
meter of 5~5 but was seen lm-1er in the sky and aga:inst a much. brighter 
background than Mars ~·,The markings on Mercury were perhaps slightly 
easier to see than those on Mars, Stephenson having reached the same 
opinion definitely in a comparison on June 8, 1948. . . . . 

The chart of Neptune on pg. 10 of our June issue has apparently 
not aroused ·as much interest as we had hoped it might. The suggested 
estimates of brightness are actually well within the range of the 
smallest telescopes -or even of binoculars. E. J. Reese obtained a 
stellar magnitude of. 7.63 at ~3om on June 23. He used a 4-inch re
flector at 12X and thus enjoyed a .field· of view 30 20 1 in diameter. At 
3h 5m on May 14 E. E. Hare obtained 8.2, presumably with a 7-inch re
flector. w. H. Haas made 14 estimates with a 6-inch reflector from 
Mar<:)h 27 to June 2. The average stellar magrti tude found by him was 
7.78; the individual estimates ranged from 7.48 to 7.92. 

E. E. Hare's observation of fault b'(Reese's term) in the lunar 
crater Conon on June 6 was given on pg~ 1 of our·August issu~. A 
drawing by E. J. Reese at colongitude 27~0 on June 6 checks well with 
Hare's description. (Colongitude"is the eastern longitude of the sun-. 
rise terminator.) At 26~8 and 2724 on the same date L. T. Johnson saw 
fault b only in its southwestern half. The northeastern half recorded 
by Hare and Reese was invisible to Johnson; as Reese says, "another 
puzzle. can :be· chalked up 1" At 39~2 on Jtme 7 Johnson thought that 
fault b was visible along its entire length but vasn1t sure because 
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his view was less distinct than on June 6. At colongitude 33?2 on 
July 6 Reese "estimated fault b in Conon to be about 2/3 as conspic
uous as the fa.rwu~ 6C-mile Hall! r' Th8 comparison is to the pro!ll.inent 
Straight vlall. 'I'he editor confesses that he isn1 t sure just what mean
ing 11 2/3 as conspicuous" has in this connection. Even so, the mer-e 
fact of comparing fault b, a feature not found on H. P. Wilkins' 1946 
map of the moon or on any other map of the editor's knowledge, to the 
Straight Wall is st~prising enough! 

On July 17 T. R. Cave and T. Cragg enjoyed such excellent seeing 
with the former's 8-inch reflector that they could use powers above 
500X to advantage. In Plato they found shadJvJS visible in at least 
six craterlets on the floor near loh, colongitude.l71C:6. The plain 
was thus seen under rather low evening illumination. 

H. P. Wilkins, ·the Lu."lar Director of the British Astronomical 
Association, has communicated two unusual observations. The first of 
them was on May J.; he was scanning the earthshine with a .3-inch re
fractor, the sky being very clear so that much detail could be seen. 
11Aristarchus was visible as a bright patch in the earthshine, power 
lOOX; and While I was actually looking at it, the time being 2Qh 44~5, 
it suddenly 'glowed', seemingly as brightly again, all the inner ter
races, central mountain, and other details becoming di~!~~I ~isible 
fliilkins 1 italic~. The whole crater \oro.s thus illuminated; and this 
appearance lasted two seconds When it (!ristarchu§] reverted to its 
previous appearance." 

Wilkins' other observation was made on··June 1 in a very clear sky 
with a 6-inch reflector and 200X. "At 22h 6m a bright star-like flash 
suddenly appeared, in the earthshine close to the central meridian, 
i.e. due north of South Cusp, and due east of Theophilus which was 
shadow filled on the terminator. This flash attracted attention 
~ilkins 1 italic~ and lasted for one second." --·-

In a letter written . on July 26 Mr. Wilkins gave some additional 
information: "The 'flash' noted on June 1 was stationary. There was 
no color, merely white• It is difficult to estimate the stellar magni
tude with any accuracy, but I think it would have been about the third. 
As for the estimated diameter, this was quite considerable and must 
have been of the order of .3 seconds of arc. No doubt it seemed larger 
than it really was. The fglow' within Aristarchus was indeed remark
able; it is interesting that Barcroft notee some peculiarity on May 2. 
Evidently things are happening on the moon which are mysterious, and 
it is astonishing that the earlier observers did not record more of 
them. It is very easy to be deceived, but you can take the observa
tions I have given as quite genuine. I am not likely to make mistrutes 
of that nat.ure and know the moon fairly well." 

Tho reference to D. P. Barcroft's observation on Hay 2 should be 
clEd.ified. That observer ·· e~ned tho earthshine with a 10-inch re
flector and 96X from .Jh to 4h on that date. At 3h3om Aristarchus "be
gan to glow dully." Mt-. Barcroft further states; "The Aristarchus 
appearance is not just that of a light appearing feature - it has a 
silvery phosphorescence - something like a nebula projected against 
the moon's surface." Did Barcroft witness some very abnormal appear
ance about Aristarchus on May 2? And is there any connection to 
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Wilkins• ''glow"· noted about sev-en hours earlier'Z Both questions, we 
fear, are likely to go unanswered. 

l-lilldns S'..1ggests that his 11 flash 11 on June 1 was a meteoritic im• 
pact-flru. .. e. Ac any rate, this object would appear to be similar in 
nature to several other stationary bright objects briefly visible 
against the moon to members of the A.L.P.O.in recent years. The "glow" 
of Nay 1 is more puzzling. E. E. Hare says that in looking for faint 
stars he occasionally finds stars in the field of view to flare up a 
full magnitude for two or three seconds and then to fade more gradually. 
He presumes that this effect is physiological q.nd wonders whether MI- • 
. Wilkins can have been deceived by the same·thing. Perhaps D. W. Rose
brugh' the veteran variable star observer, has seen something of such 
an effect. He wrote on April 28: 110n occasion I have seen stars swing 
up and down rhythmically in brightness over a period of several seconds, 
from invisibility to clear visibility." However, E. J, Roese states 
that he has never noticed such erratic changes in 'the sensitiveness of 
his own eyes as Hare reports. He further says that his 6-inch reflec
tor shows Aristarchus by earthlight merely as an amorphous splotch of 
light with a bright and very sinall nucleus (probably tho central peak). 
He thinks it improbable that his eyes could become so much more sensi
tive that a 3-inch refractor could reveal the inner terraces of Aris
tarchus distinc~lz by earthlight. · The editor is disposed to agree 
'With Mr. Reese. But in that event, wh~ 9:1:.5! cause the "glow"? 

by Elmer J. Reese 

~£~.i. Y.i..t.;y_ Rep.ort. . Observe.tions of the Giant Planet in July he.ve been 
received from the following observers: 

J. C. Bartlett, 3.5-in. refl., Baltimore, Maryland . 
T. R. Cave, 8-in. refl., 12-in. refr., Long Beach, Calif. 
T. Cragg, 6-in. refl., 12-in. refl., Los Angeles, Calif. 
W. H. Haas, 6~in. refl., Albuquerque, Ne"' Hexico 
E. E. Hare, 7-in. refl., 0\-rensboro, Kentucky 
L. T. Johnson, 10-in. refl., La Plata, Maryland 
R. Missert, 6-in. refl., Kenmore, New York 
D. R. Honger1 6-in. refr., La.wrence, Kansas 
D. 0 1'l'oole, 6-i'ri. refl. 1 Vallejo, 0"1.H.r. 
E. J. Re~c;e, 6'-~n. refJ., Uniontown, PeMa. 
E. K. vfu1te, 7-ln. refl., Chapman Camp, B. c., Canada 

Already our group has obtained over 1400 central meridian transit 
observations during the present apparition, These will surely yield 
reliable rotation periods for many of the Jovian currents. A pleas
ingly large number of valuable drawings, color. observations and gen
eral descriptive notes have also been received. 

QQlQ.!'_ Obs~rvat~.Q~.§· Hany more dolo1~ observations have come to hand 
since the last report was submitted •. Bartlett, Haas_ and Missert agree 
that the NEB was. reddish-brown in June ahd July. A beautiful drawing 
in color by Hare on July 4 at 6h om shows the NEB to be dark brown; 
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the EZ, orange; the SEB Interior Zone, bright yellow. Bartlett ob
served a yellow-brown or· ochre hue in the· EZ in June and early July 
changing to brownish-gray late in July. .. Haas found the EZ definitely 
less dusky near the end of July than it was early in June - the color 
fading from dull orange to dull 'white. 

Dr. J. C. Bartlett recorded ari anomalous· appearance of Jupiter on 
July 27 at·5h sm while observing with his excellent 3.5-inch reflector 
at lOOX. 'The sky was clear and calm.- Although the planet itself 
could be brought into sharp focus, :as shown by the limbs, the belt de-

. tails could not be clearly defined but appeared blurred as if seen 
through a haze. 11 Associated with·. this spurious haziness was a very 
pale ruddy cast over the whole planet, easily apparent in the tele
scope but so delicate that it. did not affect the white eolor of the 
planet to the naked eye. n · · · 

Red Spot and HC?).l;o,fu The Hollow .. became less conspicuous during July 
as the SEBs continued to fade. The mysterious Red Spot was seen and 
drawn by Cave, ·cragg, Hare, O'Toole, Missert and· Reese in July and 
early August. · The Red Spot was seen a a complete, ·dusky-pink oval 
tangent to the north edge of the STB by Hare on July 4. A detailed 
drawing by Cave on July 28 shows the STB defiected southward where in 
contact with the Red ~pot. T. Cragg had a sple?did view of the Red 
Spot on August 1 at C)Il 20m while , using a blue filter on his ~•inch 
reflector. Without the filter the Spot \-ro.s quite invisible.to Cragg 
on that date. This observation is interesting; first, because it 
demonstrates the important role· which color ·sensitivity plays in the 
appearance of planetary markings, and second, because it confirms the 
pink hue which others have seen in the Red Spot. 

Longitudes (II) of the Red Spot and Hollow obtained .from central 
meridian transits follow: · 

Observer Limiting_ Dates Object Prec. End perit~;: · ·Fo1. End 

Cragg July 8-Aug. 1 · RSH 228°p obs.) 2440 p> 261° (4) 
Hare J"uly 2.o.July 28 RSH 223 4) . 239 2) 254 (3) 
O'Toole July 16 RSH '228 {1) . 243 (1) •252 (1) 
Reese July 3-July 28 RSH 223 (9) 2,38 (8) 253 (9) 
Hare July 4-July 28 RS 227 (4) 241 {2) '253 {2) 
Reese July 3-July 28 RS 225 (9) 240. {9) ~53 (9) 

'l 

Eguato~ia.U.Q!Le Act:tv.t~. The :EZ was apparently even ·Inoi'e- active 
in July than it liad been in May and June. A sp1endid series of draw
ings by Cragg shows the EB greatly disturbed an~ fr~quently divided 
into two components. Whitish clouds of varying brightness :wer~e fr.e
quently see:q by various observers extending across the. ;EZ · ·a.nd obscur
ing all or much of the normally· visible :detail peneath__'\ihem. ,On J\lly 
3 Bartlett observed a broad, diagonal wh'ite ba.I.ld .near ).~680 (I) cross
ing the EZ from northwest to southeast. "Where this \ilhite cloud 
crossed the zone, both the golden-brown col.or and. t}le. m.l.tipl~ b~lt 
struct':ll"e of that zone were obli teratec!, . indicat.itig that 'the barid was 
in the nature of an opaque cloud.u .On ;T1,11y :19 a very ·simil.a.r d:Ull 
white band was seen by Reese e::tcnding_ rr.or.:t 169° (I) at the soui.}l edge 
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of the NEB to 179° (I) at the SEBn. The band completely obscured a 
ten-degree section of the SEBn but only partially obscured the fainter 
EB. It may be :significant that the SEBn was observed broken near 179° 
(I) by Hare on July 5 and 6 and by Reese on July 24 with no bright 
cloud visible anywhere in the vicinity; D. R. Honger observed this 
break in the SEBn near 170° on July 17. 11 In the area where the belt 
should have been was a rather large bright area that was seen easily, 
once it was located." Is it possible that the break in the SEBn re
sulted from a ~isturbance beneath the visible surface from which 
wh;ttish vapors were erupted at irregular intervals? 

SEB Disturba.rl£.2• On July 20 Hare fotmd the SEB tranquil near 150° 
11EI), The first indication of the impendin~ storm was a narrow dark 
column extending across the SEB near 1560 (II) observed by Hare on 
July 23. This,:dark column was seen on July 25 by Monger, O'Toole and 
Reese near 152o;(II). A small, intensely brilliant spot was then seen 
on the north edge of the SEBs immediately following the dark column. 
Three days later, on July 281 an amazing development had occurred. 
The dark column , was now near J.460 (II) and it extended from a dark 
spot on the SEBs · to another dark spot on the EB. Just following this 
column was a large bright band about seven degrees wide extending from 
the south edge of the NEB all the way to the SEBs. Hare and Reese 
agree that this band obscured the SEBs but did not even dim the narrow 
SEBn. A large cloud of dusky matter greatly resembling smoke was seen 
stretching across the EZ from the dark SEB column to a projection on 
the south edge of the NEB which preceded the column by some thirty 
degrees 1 A peculiar attraction seemed to exist between the SEB column 
and the dark projections on the south edge of the NEB. By August 1 
the difference in rotation between the SEB column and the south edge 
of the NEB had brought other NEB projections into the vicinity of the 
column, Dark streaks had also been drawn from these projections into 
the SEB disturbance. It is interesting to note that on this date 
01Toole and Reese agreed th~t the SEBn was completely obscured by what 
appeared to be a small r$lmlant of the once great white band, Does 
this indicate that the band was at a higher level in the atmosphere of 
Jupiter on August 1 than on July 28? As vT. H. Haas has suggested, it 
may be that brightness and darkness carmot serve as a criterion of the 
relative level of details in the atmosphere of Jupiter. 

§atellite ~kings. T. R. Cave and T. Cragg have made some very in
teresting drawings of detail on the visible surfaces of satellites III 

. and IV, We will discuss these observations in the next report. 

ACKNO'WLEOOMENT ... ····--·-·-

The Association of Lunar and Planetary Observers wishes to thank 
the Astronomical League for the many courtesies extended to·· it at the 
recent National Convention of the Leaque on July 2, 3, and 4 in Cleve
land. Those desiring to know what happened at the Convention should 
read pp. 246-9 of the August S!sY ~d T~~.e_scoEe• Our association is 
especially indebted to Mr. R. R. La Pelle, Activities Chairman of the 
League, Mr. La Pelle acted as '1t•nirman of the .A,L.P .o. Delegation 
(non-voting) to the Convention and directed the discussion of several 
phases of our observational activities. Our other Delegates were J. P. 
Dow, R. Missert, and c. P. Richi:IJ:'ds, whom we thank for representing us 
at what was evidently a very enjoyable astronomical gathering. 
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